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Foreword
_

“ Working together to create

something worthwhile and to
leave behind a good legacy for
future generations. ”

Keeping sustainability in the forefront of our thoughts and

“We are convinced that we can only achieve our

actions has been part and parcel of our DNA as a family

ambitions if we work together. Only then can we create

business from the very beginning. The driving force behind

real added value for the entire chain, from the fields to

the founders of Agristo was to work together to create

your plate.” Filip Wallays, CEO

something worthwhile and to leave a fine legacy for future
generations. In other words, sustainability avant la lettre.

To support our growth ambitions, we have been working

Doing business with the long term as the guiding principle,

hard in recent years on our organisational structure and

not only for Agristo itself, but for all stakeholders, both

corporate identity. At Agristo, the focus is on people. It is up

internally and externally.

to Agristo as a company to create an environment in which
every member of staff feels that our values form the basis for

“Agristo wants to do business in the best possible way.

a healthy and growing company.

minimum: as a rule we take it a step further than the

“Clear communication and outlining our values and

required standards.” Dirk Decoster, former CEO and

ambitions give our members of staff direction, a

board member

common goal.” Hannelore Raes, CEO

For more than 30 years, we have strived each and every

Because we are also ambitious about the future. Being

day to make a difference. Through our commitment and

the number one for our customers, we are aiming at

flexibility. By preparing our wide range of high-quality potato-

achieving a worldwide reputation as ‘best in class’. And

inspired frozen products responsibly. By continuously striving

this sustainability report has a role to play in this respect

for improvement and investing in the best techniques. By

too. Not only by drawing up a status report for our staff

offering nutritious, varied and safe products across the

and customers, but also by bearing the future in mind.

world. But especially by acting as one family in all we do.

In the pressure and stress in which we sometimes find

Working together at Agristo is not a hollow concept. We

ourselves, there is a danger of losing sight of our ambitions

work as one team towards the same goals. Only by working

and long-term goals. This sustainability report holds up a

together with our customers, suppliers and employees can

mirror to ourselves. We hope that it will be a motivator for

we create added value across the entire value chain, from

all Agristo’s stakeholders, so that together we can write a

grower to consumer. We understand what our customers

story that inspires not only our own generation, but all future

want; we also understand the underlying consumer demand

generations too.

and translate it into production and cultivation.
Agristo. We love potatoes.
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Investing in the best available techniques is the bare
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High-quality waste and by-product waste processing

42 GRI-TABLES
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About this
sustainability report

FIRST SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Agristo has been committed to sustainable business practices for many years. This first sustainability report takes our commitment to
new heights and clarifies our motives, our operations and our concrete action points.
When preparing this sustainability report, we applied the internationally recognised standards of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI). We chose to report at Core Level. Page 42 provides a table of contents with references to the relevant page for GRI disclosures
and GRI performance indicators.
We also explore how we can contribute to sustainable development goals (SDG’s). These new sustainable development goals were
adopted by 193 heads of state and government leaders at a special United Nations summit held on 25 September 2015 in New York.
Throughout the text of our sustainability report, we refer to the sustainable development goals for which we believe we can play a role.
In the years to come we will examine our tangible commitments in greater detail.

STRUCTURE AND MATERIALITY

Our reporting period is the same as our financial year, which

The topics that we report on in the sustainability report were

starts on 1 January and ends on 31 December. In this first

determined based on their relevance to our company and the

sustainability report we shed light on our evolution over recent

materiality principle.

years, namely 2014 to the end of 2017. It is our intention to publish
an update every two years.

An internal brainstorming session was held on the core questions:
• What value does Agristo add? Where does Agristo make the

SCOPE

difference for its own business, staff, society, the environment
and the customer?

This sustainability report outlines Agristo’s approach to
sustainability. It concerns our plants in Harelbeke, Nazareth and

• For which social and other trends/challenges does Agristo
want to offer a solution?

Tilburg. The Wielsbeke plant is under construction and has been
included in the scope for future performance. It goes without

This brainstorming session provided us with a long list of

saying that figures are not yet available for this plant.

relevant topics, which was checked against the CSR sector
passport for the potato sector (Belgapom, 2015) and the CSR
sector passport for the food industry (Food Industry Federation,
2017), both of which were validated by various stakeholders. The
passport gathers the most relevant challenges in the sector and
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REPORTING PERIOD

links sustainability indicators to these challenges.
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Welcome
to the world of Agristo
Agristo is all about delicious pre-cooked and
deep-frozen potato products.
Chips, mashed potatoes, rosti, croquettes, baked
potatoes: you name it, we’ve got it. And we make
them ‘to order’. In any shape or size, seasoned to
taste and packaged according to the customer’s
wishes. We only use potatoes that meet our
stringent quality standards, and are grown by
qualified farmers.

pack potatoes. This is done using high-tech
equipment to ensure that we only ever supply our
customers with high-quality products. Agristo is a
private-label player: our customers’ house brands
can be put on all our product packaging.
All over the world, our delicious deep-frozen
potato products are available to consumers via
supermarkets, restaurants or industrial kitchens.

Breakfast, lunch or dinner – for every meal we
have the perfect potato product. Delicious!

Agristo. We love potatoes.
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Our various plants process, season, shape and
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FAMILY SME

LOCAL MANUFACTURING, WORLDWIDE EXPORT

Agristo is a dynamic family business. Over the last

Agristo aspires to be Number ONE for its customers, to strengthen its position in the market, and to grow in terms of

30 years, the founders, Antoon Wallays and Luc

flexibility, efficiency and customer service. The basis for this is our knowledge and expertise on the subject of potatoes, our

Raes, have built Agristo to become a global player

unique location in the heart of the Western European potato region and our high-performance production facilities.

in the processing of potatoes.

Thanks to the locations of its various production plants, potatoes are delivered to Agristo from virtually the entire region of

Agristo Tilburg

the Western European potato cluster. This region produces the best yields per hectare for potatoes worldwide, thanks to its

Agristo Nazareth
Agristo Wielsbeke
Agristo Harelbeke

The second generation comprising five men and

favourable climate and its good soil composition. For this reason, Agristo has deliberately opted to expand its production

women is now heading up the company, a global

sites close to the raw materials and to build a strong position in the global market for deep-frozen potato products.

player in pre-cooked and deep-frozen potato
products. For this they are assisted by the Board
of Directors and other managerial staff.

→ 98%
export
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2009
2001
1986

Antoon Wallays, Luc
Raes and their wives
set up Agristo

Tilburg premises
purchased

2014

Agristo wins
the Export
Lion

2016

2011
2000

Production of more
than 50.000 tonnes
per annum
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Start of the
new high speed
production line
in Tilburg

mio euro
annual turnover

Potato flakes line
built (Tilburg)

1988

1st production:
20.000 tonnes

345

locations

Nazareth premises (potato
specialities) purchased

2015

Production grows
to more than
400.000 tonnes
per annum

2018

The second
generation’s turn
to take the helm
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760

employees

2017

New production
plant in Wielsbeke
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OUR MISSION

OUR AMBITIONS

OUR VALUES

“Together with our customers, we focus on knowledge,
production and innovations so that we can provide consumers
with the highest-quality potato-inspired frozen products.”

Our aim is to be the Number ONE for our customers.
At our company, we work as ONE team towards the same goals.
Agristo is one FAMILY where colleagues work enthusiastically
and enjoy their jobs.
As a FAMILY business, Agristo bears future generations in mind too.

TOGETHER – Everyone is our customer
We share our know-how and experience with farmers so that the
best potatoes are grown, stored and harvested.
Our colleagues at Agristo are our internal customers. We ensure
that every member of staff enjoys their work and is given the
opportunity to grow at a professional and personal level. With
everyone singing from the same hymn sheet, we work in and with
the various departments and plants, smoothly and with respect for
one another. What we do together, we certainly do better!
We listen to our customers and together with them we look for the
best way to make our products, to pack them and bring them to
the consumer efficiently.

THE FUTURE – Tomorrow starts today
In everything we think, decide and do, we look further than today.
Tomorrow, the day after tomorrow and in the future, too, Agristo
wants to be a strong company with top-quality products for the
consumer and a good working atmosphere for all our staff.
We bear in mind the impact that our activities have on the living
environment and the neighbourhoods around our plants.
In the long term, we also want to be a reliable partner for our

SHAPING THE FUTURE – Using common
sense, we improve a little bit each and
every day
We shape our future ourselves. Using common sense, we take
decisions that improve Agristo bit by bit every day. We do so, not
from an ivory tower, but through open and direct dialogue with
those involved. Not by hesitating and dragging our heels, but by
tackling issues and solving them!

12
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suppliers, our customers and all those involved at Agristo.
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Our
value chain

Our activities have an impact on the environment in which we operate. To build a
sustainable future, we need to do more than merely reduce our own impact. That is why
we make changes in every part of our value chain, from grower to consumer. The figure
below shows the main themes that we focus on.

Selecting cultivation areas and growers
Potato purchasing

Taking delivery &
quality controls
potatoes

Production: blanching,
cooking and deep frying

Quality assurance in the chain

Focus on people
Refrigeration
& freezing

Packing &
storage

Transport to
the customer

14
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Pretreatment:
washing, peeling, cutting and sorting
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VALUE CREATION
IN THE CHAIN

Sustainable
partnerships

Focus on people

How technology and mother
nature come together

Quality assurance

As a family business, Agristo values its long-

Agristo wants to be a stable and reliable

Agristo is a sustainable and profitable

Consumers these days are critical. And

term relationships with its stakeholders. Our

employer. We can only grow thanks to

organisation. We aim to improve our

rightly so. Only the best products ensure

aim is to expand for future generations with

talented and passionate employees.

operational efficiency and reduce our

the highest satisfaction. Quality, food safety,

what began in 1986 as the dream of two

Our values are the guideline for the

ecological footprint. With nature as our

hygiene and authenticity are therefore high

West Flemish entrepreneurs. A long-term

development of our company and our

biggest supplier, being conscious of our

on our agenda. Agristo manages the entire

relationship based on mutual respect

personal conduct. They are the criteria

use of raw materials and energy is logical.

production chain, from seed potatoes

strengthens staff and the company alike.

for our behaviour and a yardstick for our

It reduces pressure on the environment

to distribution. By doing so, we are able

A high level of trust and cooperation

internal and external operations. Agristo has

because valuable raw materials are not lost,

to guarantee extremely high quality and

between Agristo and customers and

the social task of supporting people who

there is less waste and less emission.

flexibility. Our modern and well-equipped

between Agristo and our growers/

struggle in our world. That’s how we make

company buildings house state of the art

suppliers is part and parcel of the way we

the difference as a company.

machinery.

The UN expects more collaboration.

Agristo’s aim is to guarantee dignity and

A strong company and growth are supported

Quality not only refers to product quality in

Technology, sharing information and

equality for all its employees, both in terms

by a solid sustainable infrastructure.

the sense of conforming to the customer’s

innovation are crucial. Collaboration is the

of opportunities, training, and safe and

Managing raw materials, energy and water

explicit and implicit requirements, but

key for further sustainable growth.

healthy working conditions.

sustainably and using these things efficiently

also quality in terms of price, delivery

is crucial. We also want to curb food waste

modalities and service. Only the best

and produce less waste.

possible combination of these four factors
can lead to general customer satisfaction.

→
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read more on P20

→

read more on P24

→

read more on P32
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do business.
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DISCOVER WILFRIET
Health and safety, the environment, quality and operational excellence: these are the four main
pillars that we as Agristo are strongly committed to. But how do you involve all employees in
these topics and ensure that they maintain a high level of attention and vigilance? Wilfriet was
created for that very purpose.
Depending on his outfit, Wilfriet focuses on health and safety, the environment, quality and
operational excellence (performance). Apart from the useful tips and tricks that Wilfriet
provides, he also has a role in more extensive campaigns. In this way, we want to raise our
employees’ awareness of various topics.

The quality system is structured and administrated according to HACCP, BRC and IFS standards.

Strict hygiene measures apply in all our plants and we have:

These certificates and the many quality controls in every step of the production process, from raw materials to shipping, prove that quality
is not merely a promise. We also guarantee full traceability from the fork to the field. As a result, Agristo is able to offer strong guarantees
in terms of food safety and traceability, and a very high quality.
Product integrity, too, is now also part of BRC and IFS standards. For this, we have set up a preventive system aimed at preventing
food fraud. For Agristo, it is important to purchase raw materials from reliable suppliers so that the supply chain/origin is transparent. In

“Agristo is advanced in terms of technology and hygiene, and that also
encourages us to go the extra mile. Every machine is customised,
geared to suit Agristo’s requirements. Together we build solutions that
meet today’s strict hygiene requirements, and we are also ready for the
future: the systems are ideal to maintain, we have 100% maintenance
of product quality and the systems are safe for the workforce. Our
partnership is based on mutual respect and openness. By combining our
knowledge and experience, we have succeeded in staying ahead in this
rapidly evolving market.”

Progressive in
food safety and quality
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addition, advanced detection techniques – based, among other things, on DNA analysis – are also used to detect food fraud.

Stefaan Vangheluwe, Stumaco manager
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Sustainable
partnerships
Employees
Customers · Competitors
Sector federation · Growers
Subcontractors and suppliers
Shareholders · Government
Local residents · Environmental
organisations · Financial
institutions

In the rapidly changing economic world with its many uncertainties,
openness and transparency are essential. These form the building
blocks of a long-term partnership with all our stakeholders.

“Agristo is a family business through and
through. You sense this as soon as you
step into the company. We have been
working intensively together for several
years on building logistical automation
solutions. The personal contact, directly
with decision makers, creates a partnership. Our agreements are sacrosanct,
trust is what the long term is based on.”
Marcel Spruijt, sales manager, Handling Automation

OPEN AND TRANSPARENT
COMMUNICATION
We actively seek dialogue with our stakeholders. Based on
company visits and openness about our production processes,

Egemin

Flash
MAGAZINE VO
OR MEDEWER
KER

S

editie decemb
er 2016

Rebranding en HR
campagne voor Agristo

we want to demonstrate that the food sector is a decent, professional, innovative and knowledge-intensive sector where there

Een kijk achter de
schermen...

Flash
MAG

editi

is room for interesting jobs and good career paths. The intranet,

AZIN

E VO
OR

e juli
2017

Agristo
Sportief

newsletters, media, meetings, memberships, company visits: all
of these things help us to communicate openly and transparently.
Agristo Flash, our six-monthly newsletter from, for and by our
employees, informs our employees about the day-to-day

Agristo Tilburg &
Agristo Wielsbeke
in opbouw

We love
potatoes

MEDE

WERK

ERS

Agristo
On the
road

Kerstfee
st 2016
30 jaar
Agristo

We ve
potalo
toes
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let’s make
future
together

affairs at the plants, such as introducing new
colleagues, facts about the various production sites,
new products, and so on.
chure

lbro
Onthaa
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THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM FOR
IMPROVEMENT, EVERY DAY

PARTNER TO THE RETAIL AND
FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY

The potatoes are processed using extremely sophisticated

Innovation and product development are key areas of focus in

As a private label producer, Agristo is a partner to the retail

equipment that is virtually fully automated. Human intervention is

the potato-processing industry. One of Agristo’s strengths is that

and food service industry across the world. Whereas retailers

kept to a minimum.

they don’t only focus on commodities like chips, we also concen-

used to use house brands as a weapon in the price wars, these

Agristo strives for the optimal combination between producing

trate on niche products like potato bake, croquettes, noisettes,

days they use them to distinguish themselves. Our R&D specia-

volumes and guaranteeing very high and consistent quality

hash browns, roast potatoes and oven chips.

lists’ quest for new recipes and product varieties, in combination

standards. Our aim is to make things a bit better every day

with customers’ wishes, dreams or creativity, and market and

Taking into account the various factors that influence the result,

consumer trends, produce customised innovations for the custo-

the important thing is that we can assess whether we have made

mer. These days, convenience is the operative word... a trend

the most of the potato and the process, with as little waste as

that Agristo always bears in mind. Our flexibility in packaging, too,

1% 1%

possible and with the quality that customers demand.
Agristo builds on years of experience and expertise, as well

industry

offers our partners a wide array of options. We have the full range
of products in house, from entry level to premium products.

fastfood

as on the skills of its workforce, which is all down to on-going
and intensive training and sharing experience. Besides that, we
also work together with various knowledge centres and expert
suppliers so that we can respond flexibly to the diverse market
needs and maximise productivity and sustainability parameters

IT ALL STARTS WITH
THE POTATO
Agristo selects its ideal suppliers for supplying potatoes
in the vicinity of the various production sites. We leave the
finer points of cultivation to the farmers, but apply clear
delivery and quality conditions, including the required
quality certificates.

44%

foodservice

By using high-quality technology and advanced automation,

54%
retail

as much as possible in our production runs.

we are able to produce products of the highest standard under
attractive terms and conditions. The entire process distinguishes
itself by its fast deliveries, flexible production lines and an
optimum product and ingredient traceability.

“Agristo is a progressive company. We’re
not necessarily the cheapest, but better
quality and tried and tested solutions
are given preference. Energy efficiency,
reliability and continuity are the deciding
factors.”
Marcel Spruijt, Sales Manager, Handling Automation Egemin

150 km around each production plant. Apart from direct

What’s more, it is Agristo’s ambition to operate in a way that

employment in Agristo’s own production units, there is also

is as energy efficient, sustainable and environmentally friendly

a lot of indirect employment at the various suppliers, i.e. at

as possible, based on our own expertise and an intensive

the family farms (Agristo has more than 1,000 suppliers),

collaboration with strategic suppliers and with experts in the

potato merchants, transporters, packaging manufacturers,

fields of the environment, water, odour and noise.

etc. The growth of the potato-processing industry has also
benefited many other companies.

“We see Agristo as a strategic partner in the market development in North America.
Not a simple market, but we can now offer a comprehensive and growing portfolio.
Agristo works hard to focus on the last detail and we take responsibility for every
problem or challenge.”
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Currently, all potatoes are purchased in a radius of

Jeff Preston, Managing Director, Ardo VLM North America
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Focus on people

“Our employees are our
best ambassadors. They
demonstrate our personality and
professionalism”
Hannelore Raes, CEO
Agristo’s aim is to be a stable and reliable employer, with a focus on people. We nurture our staff and
pay a great deal of attention to recruiting future talent. After all, our staff members are the engine that
runs Agristo’s operations and we have them to thank for our success! Innovation, development and
creativity are fostered in our organisation.

A FAMILY BUSINESS IN HEART AND SOUL
Since its inception, Agristo has always been a family business, where family values are key. We ensure
that each and every member of staff feels at home, and we have created a great working environment
in our company. We are there for our staff, in person, and are always open to constructive comments
and suggestions that may serve to improve Agristo. We show our appreciation for our workforce and
always strive to ensure that they have maximum job satisfaction.

Elisabeth Depraetere, team leader
New colleagues are given a welcome brochure and an introductory programme. A wide range of
internal communication methods, staff parties and team events strengthen the bond between Agristo,
its staff and the family.
4,35%
partime

760

employees

80%- 20%

4% vs 96%
95,65%
Ratio part-time
fulltime

18

nationalities

to full-time
< 30 years

30 - 40 years
< 5 years in service

24

41 - 50 years
5 - 10 years

> 50 years
> 10 years
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“It’s the small things that make the difference at Agristo. A small gift
for Christmas, Easter, an anniversary, a pat on the back or a well-deserved compliment, the annual staff party strengthens our ties. At
our company, you are not a number, you are part of the family.”
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IMPROVED SKILLS

programmes to support its staff when it comes to
developing their talents. Our training courses not only
focus on technical skills (technical courses, on the job
training, induction programmes for production and so
on), but also on personal development (communication
training, time management, management training courses
etc.). Agristo launched an e-learning programme in 2016.

SHARED VALUES
A people-oriented business starts with staff
recruitment. We expect our staff to share our
company values and to act accordingly each and
every day. We have noticed that it is precisely
those kinds of people that we recruit. It’s not
possible to shape your corporate culture based on
communication and raising awareness alone. We
recruit people who are just like us. A personal fit that

“During my first weeks at Agristo, it
was the open communications and
approachability that struck me most. And
this combined with healthy ambition. We
have to progress! I continue this line in my
job as the prevention officer. My main aim
is to be at the coalface, discussing things
and explaining things where necessary,
so that we can arrive at pragmatic and
realistic solutions in unsafe situations.”

matches our company values is just as important as
the experience on your CV.

Alexander Vandendriessche, prevention officer

“Working days at Agristo are never the
same. Being able to work independently
and having a problem-solving approach are
imperative, and this is what keeps the job
interesting too. A new challenge every day.”
Frank Bodyn, technical service

By sharing knowledge and experience, we work
together as one team towards the same goals, and
using our common sense we make Agristo a bit better
every day. We want to continually improve our products
and processes, and gear our range of products to
suit the demands of our customers. That is why we
encourage every initiative to share knowledge and
experiences between the different teams, departments
and sites, and to work together even more effectively and
enthusiastically.

ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR
NEW AGRISTO
COLLEAGUES

Potatoholic?

Kom lekker werken bij Agristo | jobs.agristo.com

“Agristo is growing nicely as a company,
and we have a bright future ahead of us.
I enjoy going to work every day. There’s
a great atmosphere at work, and a good
team spirit. There’s also no shortage of
development opportunities for the staff. It
is a company where you can build a long
and enjoyable career.”
Khalid Dadani, packaging operator

We encourage internal mobility between the various jobs
and departments. Our aim is to ensure that all employees
are familiar with the product and the production process.
Internal growth is not an illusion but a reality.

“Above all else, Agristo has a great
atmosphere. Many companies claim that
they have family values, but you don’t
find that warmth and empathy within
the workforce at many of them. We pay
a great deal of attention to training,
not only technical training, but also for
communication, and how to interact and
get on with one another.”
Maarten Azou, Managing Partner Acta Management

HR works hard on our performance policy, which gives
employees space for their own input in terms of their
performance and to let us know what their requirements
and training needs are.

“As a family business, Agristo values
sustainable employment and long-term
relationships with every employee. But
it doesn’t necessarily have to be in the
same job. Our goal is to ensure that our
employees can grow with Agristo and
continue to evolve and advance.”
Evelien Vermandere, Group HR Director
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Agristo is committed to excellent talent and has various

WIJ ZOEKEN COLLEGA’S VOOR ONZE VERSCHILLENDE VESTIGINGEN
INPAK- EN PRODUCTIEOPERATOREN – PLOEGLEIDERS – TECHNIEKERS – INGENIEURS ...
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SECURE AND HEALTHY PLACE TO WORK

SOCIAL COMMITMENT

The health and safety of our people is one of our core values. We want

Agristo also wants to contribute to various social challenges,

all our employees to return home safely and in good health after their

regardless of whether they are close by or far away. The Agristo

working day. Agristo strives for a safe, healthy and pleasant working

food truck or mobile chip shop was serving customers during

environment without accidents at work. We do this by eliminating or

the cycling competition on the E3 in Harelbeke. The proceeds

minimizing hazards or risk factors in the working environment.

from our chips (€ 1,896) went to charity, namely ‘Het Ventiel’ in
Hulste. Het Ventiel, a non-profit making association, is committed

Working safely is the direct responsibility of each and every one

to helping young and old dementia sufferers to break their social

of our employees. We expect everyone to take responsibility and

isolation. At the inauguration of the new site, people were asked

feel responsible for their own safety and the safety of others. We

not to bring gifts, but instead to deposit a donation (€ 29,000) into

expect our management to show clear and evident leadership and

Het Ventiel’s account or to donate to the Child Cancer Fund.

commitment to their employees when it comes to all aspects of health

Among other things, we also support a project run by the
Peruvian cooperative, Coopagros, which is located in Andahuaylas in the Andes. This cooperative processes potatoes
into (freeze-dried) chuños according to an ancient tradition.
Thanks to climate change, freezing night-time temperatures
are no longer guaranteed. Together with its partners, TRIAS
wants to help this cooperative to continue this tradition and to
guarantee the income of growers and their families by using

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R E P O R T 2017

and safety.

an adapted freezer room.
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Respect for future generations
and for all employees
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How technology
and mother
nature come
together

Brand new plant in Wielsbeke
With an investment of more than 100 million euros in new production buildings, storage facilities
and green zones on a 25-hectare site, Agristo is significantly expanding its production capacity in
pre-cooked and deep-frozen potato products. Agristo wants to be a leader in terms of efficiency,
sustainability and ecology in the way it has set up this plant.

1. Treatment of water from the Lys River
and using it as process water instead

3. Latest technology used to work with the

of groundwater. Wastewater treatment

latest available and most extensive types

and maximum reuse. Discharge of

of packaging (e.g. biodegradable foils).

wastewater directly into the Lys River.

4. Installing an afterburner for burning the baking

2. Optimising export opportunities

fumes to eliminate the odour components inside and

(promote the use of the container terminal

outside the company.

and waterborne transport)

Ambient fumes are dispersed via 50-metre-high
chimneys into the surrounding area.

1
3
6
4
8
5

7

5. Commissioning the latest generation of
sorting equipment to optimise wastage.

8. High-rise buildings oriented in such
a way as to reduce its shadow for those
living in the vicinity.
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6. Feasibility study for joint venture with
nearby biomass power plant.
7. Recuperation of residual heat from the
fryer for the dehydration process.
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REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Caring for the environment and energy
requires a general and continuous
effort from every member of the Agristo
workforce. Everyone must contribute,
based on their own personal responsibility
and enthusiasm.

“INSANITY IS DOING THE SAME THING
OVER & OVER AGAIN
consume less energy for the same output. Agristo has been in long-term
& EXPECTING DIFFERENT RESULTS.”
We work continuously to make our processes more efficient and to

agreements with the Albert
government
for several years. Under these long-term
Einstein

agreements, efforts are made to improve energy efficiency and implement
cost-saving measures with a payback period of less than 5 years. Every
year, we report on our progress to the government.

With potatoes as a basic ingredient, we are heavily dependent on nature.
So caring for the environment is a key area of focus in our daily policy:
• invest in automation and new technologies that focus on the efficient use of raw materials and energy;
• implement all economically feasible energy-saving measures;
• restrict the consumption and discharge of water and evaluate the reuse of water;
• take measures to limit noise pollution if the legal standards are exceeded;
• reduce waste and enhance the value of waste and by-product flows;
• prevent soil pollution.
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Green energy is used in

is collected, scrubbed and sent

Harelbeke. The UASB (upflow

to a combined heat and power

anaerobic sludge blanket) is the

plant. The combined heat and

second step in water purification.

power plant then generates

In this process, various bacteria

electricity. The heat that is released

work together in an oxygen-free

is used for heating the air in the

environment to break down most

burner and the water that goes

of the carbon chains into CO2

to the degasser.

and methane. These two gasses
together form biogas. The biogas

34

NEW OFFICE BEARING PEOPLE IN MIND
The new office at the Tilburg plant

ergonomic workstations and a

was put into use in 2017. In addition

company canteen ensure that

to energy-efficient lighting and good

the staff feel at home in their

insulation of the building, a great

working environment.

deal of attention went to the welfare
of the employees. Light incidence,
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TRANSPORT SAVINGS

HEAT REUSE
In Harelbeke, potato peels are

Our aim is to have an eco-efficient purchasing policy for our vehicle fleet. Consequently, we have had a steady decrease of

removed using a steam peeler.

A heat exchanger (condenser) reu-

the average CO2 emissions of new company cars.

Batches of potatoes are put under

ses the heat released by the steam

In addition, Agristo is constantly busy organising transport to and from the production site as efficiently as possible using

high pressure using steam, a pro-

peeler and this heat is used in the

intermodal transport. This means that we actively look for options to reduce road transport and increase transport by boat

cess which cooks the outer peel of

production process.

or train.

the potatoes for a few seconds.

Intermodal transport also creates opportunities to increase the flexibility of the loading process and to reduce waiting
times, so that production capacity can be used most efficiently.
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Our production facility in Tilburg,

Tilburg, and then loaded containers

The production plant in Wielsbeke

which is located along the

are taken back to the port in

is also very close to a container

Wilhelminakanaal, has worked

Antwerp or Rotterdam as part of

terminal. In collaboration with the

ENERGY EFFICIENT COLD STORE

very hard on this in recent years

that same cycle. Agristo has

provincial development agency and

The storage space in Nazareth

to the grid during off-peak work

and works closely together with a

the empty containers at the

other exporters in the area, Agristo

is kept at a constant -25 °C. That

loads and when braking. Thanks

container terminal in the industrial

terminal returned on a daily basis,

actively participates in a Flemish

requires good insulation if you want

to the regeneration modules, this

park. Every day, a dedicated

transporting them to and from the

initiative to optimise a container

to keep your operation sustainable.

energy is not burned and is not

‘Agristo Barge’ drops off a buffer of

factory in a shuttle vehicle.

terminal in Wielsbeke so that end

So Agristo chose extra thick

lost as heat in the building. This

insulation walls of 20 cm and a

means that you need less power

concrete slab measuring 1.5 m in

for cooling. By doing so, Agristo is

places. The valves are fitted with

able to recoup 70% and save 25%.

empty containers at the terminal in

products can be transported
abroad as much as possible via
the waterway to Antwerp. Because

-53Ton CO2

-64Ton CO2

-180Ton CO2

special regeneration modules that

of volumes, this may become a
feasible and efficient alternative to

recuperate energy and return it

road transport.

2014
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Agristo’s input is significant in terms
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EFFICIENT WATER CONSUMPTION
Water is required for practically every step in the production process. In accordance with the
requirements of food safety, we only use drinking-quality water in the production environment.
Wastewater is treated in the company’s own water purification plant before being discharged or
reused as washing water. Efforts are made to limit the concentration of phosphate in the process
water as much as possible, for instance, by drying the chips more effectively.
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WATER INITIATIVES
Wastewater from the new site in Wielsbeke will be treated and reused in
the process itself to reduce the consumption of municipal and groundwater
as much as possible. In this same context, we are investing – together with

Working together
on a better future

water from the Lys River – instead of groundwater – as process water after
it has been thoroughly treated.
In Tilburg, Agristo is connected to one of Europe’s biggest large-scale
shared plants for industrial water purification. This plant uses membrane
technology. Together with three other companies (Fuji, Coca-Cola and
IFF), Agristo discharges water into a public water treatment plant that is run
by New Water Business. Energy consumption per m3 of water has been
significantly reduced because the waste streams have been combined.
Also, it is now possible to treat municipal water much more effectively
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De Watergroep – in an installation and pressure pipes to be able to use the

thanks to its composition.
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HIGH-QUALITY WASTE AND BY-PRODUCT
WASTE PROCESSING
We work with a natural product. Before the harvest, it’s

Together with its customers, Agristo helps to work out

not possible to accurately estimate how big the potatoes

proposals for new packaging concepts, using recyclable

will be, so we have to adjust the supply during the season.

materials as much as possible or by making the packaging

Large potatoes are used for our chips; small potatoes

as thin as possible.

are brought to Nazareth to be processed into speciality
potato products. Chips that are too short and small pieces
of potato are turned into flakes. Currently, 6,000 tons
of flakes are being produced in Tilburg and processed
again to become end products in our own specialities
range. Other by-products like steam peels are turned into
livestock feed.
Other waste streams comprise:
• Foreign materials, like stones or soil. Soil goes back to the
fields and stones are reused, for instance, in road works.
• Packaging material, specifically cardboard and plastic
film, is collected and recycled by external recycling
companies.
• Cooking oil left over after the deep-frying process is
collected and external companies turn it into biodiesel.
• Plastic bottles, packaging containing metal, beverage
cartons and office paper are collected separately
for recycling.

WASTE AND BY-PRODUCT
INITIATIVES

At Agristo, the focus is always on preventing waste.

separating residual streams and reducing

We try to get as much as we can out of potatoes and

non-recyclable fractions.

the process, with as little waste as possible and with

Natural products require strict quality controls.

the required quality for the customer. Our aim as an

All by-products are separated so that they can

organisation is to make things a bit better every day.

be re-used as animal feed.
Apart from that, the soil is recovered from the

Agristo tries to take as many at-source measures as

potato washing water using a sand bucket

possible to limit packaging materials, for instance,

wheel, a slat separator and chamber filter

by always keeping to good stacking patterns and by

press. This soil is then used again

optimising carton heights. Chemicals and other raw and

on farmlands.

auxiliary materials are often purchased in bulk quantities.
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The Harelbeke site is investing heavily in

This limits the amount of packaging waste.
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At your
service

Would you like to ask us a question?
Would you like to share your experiences with us?
Do you have specific demands or requirements for a project?

Then please don’t hesitate to contact us via www.agristo.com,
and we will respond to you quickly and personally.

Agristo Online
www.agristo.com
and our job site http://jobs.agristo.com/
Like us on social media:
 facebook.com/agristo.nv
 linkedin.com/company/agristo-nv

Agristo Head Office
Waterstraat 40
8531 Harelbeke Belgium
+32 (0)56 73 50 50
info@agristo.com
www.agristo.com
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